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IST developed a customized mobile software application to provide 
real-time access to inventory, order and production data, and integrated 
the right Zebra mobile technologies to round out operating efficiencies 
by automating tracking and traceability processes.

Physical Inventory
required many hours, several 
employees and visual inspection 

to manage manually.

Compliance & Traceability
were difficult to maintain with the 
existing processes, which left 

them vulnerable to 
non-compliance penalties.

Finished Goods Inventory
was conducted on paper and 

whiteboard, which consumed many 
labor hours each day in addition to 

multiple physical counts.

Right Shipment to the 
Right Customer

was labor intensive using paper BOLs; 
this added hours to picking & 

fulfillment in addition to risk of errors 
due to mislabeled information.

The Right Product on the 
Right Pallet

took time and attention to achieve; 
manual tracking and matching were 
inefficient and error prone.

Zebra WT6000 
wearable computers 
keep workers mobile

Zebra VC80 
vehicle-mounted computers 
improve driver safety

Zebra MC3300 
mobile computers 
increase accuracy

Zebra Barcode 
Label Printers 
boost productivity 
& enable compliance

American Apple, LLC (American Apple) 
grows over 180 acres across 13 varieties 
of Michigan apples just 7 miles inland from
 the shores of beautiful Lake Michigan.

American Apple was searching for 
a way to automate several production 
processes to improve worker productivity 

and reduce errors.

Turning Apples into Apple Pie
How one grower improved operating efficiencies from seed to store

A La Mode
 Automated tracking of inventory 
 Verification of orders for greater accuracy
 Real-time access to finished goods data & production summaries
 Greater visibility for forecasting and planning
 Increased accuracy for order picking and shipments
 Precision product traceability for compliance and food safety

Could your operating processes 
use a new recipe? 

Contact IST today for ideas and recommendations on ways 
you can turn your labor-intensive manual processes into 

profitability-boosting automated solutions.


